RuggedPC review.com provides pertinent industry information compiled by the editors of Pen Computing Magazine. No fluff, just the facts and details on hundreds of rugged, industrial computers and handhelds, and the peripherals and enabling technologies they use. Full reviews of all major products, and overviews/specs of everything else. RuggedPCReview.com also explains rugged computing terminology and standards, and highlights the major players in the industry. As a result all site visitors are potential customers. And our stellar Google and Bing search rankings mean customers always quickly find your products.

Who We Are

The rugged industry information and review clearinghouse...

- Daily industry news
- Information and reviews on
  - Rugged notebooks
  - Slates
  - Tablet PCs
  - Rugged handhelds
  - Fixed/vehicle mounted PCs
  - Definitions and specs
  - Ruggedness testing
  - Industry leader info
- Ranked #1 in Google and Bing search for “rugged PC”

Be on the #1 “rugged PC” site
Reach potential customers
Reach potential resellers and distributors
Get the most detailed product reviews
Get your company/product name out there
First rugged tablet to Intel’s 7th Gen “Kaby Lake,” Xplore’s sleek, lightweight 12.5-inch/full 1080p

Despite being thin, the XSLATE R12 is a rugged tablet in its own right. The magnesium alloy construction of the casing is designed to protect the tablet from damages and impacts, making it suitable for use in harsh environments. The R12’s screen is particularly noteworthy, offering a full HD resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels and a brightness of 500 nits, ensuring clear visibility even in bright sunlight.

The R12 features a robust design, with a front bezel that can withstand drops from up to 5 feet. The tablet also has an IP65 rating, making it dust- and water-resistant, ideal for use in environments where dust or water exposure is common. It supports various connectivity options, including WiFi, Bluetooth 4.2, and 4G/LTE, making it versatile for different applications.

Performance-wise, the R12 comes with Intel’s latest 7th Gen Kaby Lake processor, ensuring smooth and efficient multitasking. The tablet has 4GB of RAM and 64GB of storage, with the option to expand storage up to 128GB via microSD cards. It also supports expansion card slots for microSD and SIM cards, providing flexibility for data storage and network connectivity.

The R12’s battery life is impressive, offering up to 10 hours of continuous use, which is adequate for most workday demands. It has a 7200 mAh battery, providing ample power for extended use. The tablet also supports fast charging, allowing for quick battery top-ups.

In terms of expansion, the R12 offers various slots for accessories and peripherals. There are two USB 3.0 ports and a full-size USB 3.0 port, providing ample connectivity options. A 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet port is also included, enabling wired connectivity for those who prefer it.

The R12 comes with a built-in 8.0-megapixel camera, making it suitable for capturing images and video for documentation or collaboration purposes. It also supports dual-mode input, allowing for both touch and stylus input, offering flexibility in interaction methods.

The R12 is a versatile rugged tablet, combining the latest in computing technology with a rugged design that ensures it can handle the rigors of daily use in demanding environments. It is an excellent choice for professionals who require a durable yet powerful device for their work.

Sponsorship

Sponsors of RuggedPCReview.com get a prominent rotating banner with a company link on the front page of the site. Sponsors also get detailed, independent reviews of their products, conducted by the experienced editors of RuggedPCReview.com. Sponsors can supply their own vertical or horizontal banners for all of their product reviews. All reviews of sponsor products get their own internal navigation bar that leads to all other reviews of sponsor products. Sponsors also get their own “Industry Leader” homepage that may include company information, news, and Google search of the company’s website. Upon request, sponsors get “print-style” PDFs of their reviews.
Please fill out and email back as PDF
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INSERTION ORDER (2017 rates)

RuggedPCReview.com Sponsor/Online advertising package

☐ 12 months @ US$1,250/month = US$15,000 (payable quarterly)
☐ 6 month @ US$1,500/month = US$9,000 (payable quarterly)

On your full product review pages, please check what banner ads you prefer:
☐ Standard AdSense banners* OR
☐ We will supply our own banners/links for our product review pages

On your capsule product review/spec pages, please check what banner ads you prefer:
☐ On our product review pages, use standard AdSense banners* OR
☐ We will supply our own banners/links for our product review pages

For your company description page, please check all you want included:
☐ Company description  ☐ Company news section
☐ Email collection  ☐ Google search of your company website

* Standard Google AdSense banners will most likely bring up links and ads pointing to your resellers

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS

Company description: Up to 1,000 words, up to six pictures plus corporate logo. Links okay. Send via email.

Banner ads: Use 1456 x 180 or 728 x 90 leaderboards and 320 x 1200 or 160 x 600 skyscraper. Movable GIF or JPG. Supply link.

Rotating main page banner: Use 728 x 90 leaderboards. Movable GIF. Supply link.

Corporate news: Supply news via email to ruggedpcreview@mac.com. Supply both news title and news body (approx. 100 words).

Review Products: Products to be reviewed by RuggedPCReview.com should be sent to: RuggedPC Review.com, 12701 Jarmann Road, Knoxville, TN 37934, USA

This insertion order represents a commitment to participate in the RuggedPCReview.com sponsorship/online advertising program for the duration specified. Client will receive all deliverables outlined in this document. Client may inform RuggedPCReview.com of desired ad banner changes, changes in company description, and provide news items at any time. Client may also submit products for review and inclusion in the RuggedPCReview.com website. With this contract, RuggedPCReview.com is authorized to commence the sponsorship campaign under verbal/email instructions from us or our agency. We understand that we will either be invoiced quarterly or make payment per special agreement, with first payment either due upon commencement of contract period or per special agreement. Payment either via bank transfer (request bank transfer data and inform us on transfer) or via checks payable to C. H. Blickenstorfer.
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